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If I can do it,
So can you!

Hi, I’m Louise Ledbrook
I’m a High Performance Executive Coach, Tech

Entrepreneur and mum to 2 beautiful girls
(and a fur baby).

 
I have been where you are, I've worked long

hours and weekends, I've missed out on time
with the fam and had that weight of all that

has to be done pressing down on me.
 

And I'm human, every now and then I slip a
little back into overwhelm too.

I mean I just started Another business, that's a
busy time!

But I am blessed to have built up a toolkit of
inner and outer processes and skills

that allow me to quickly get back on the
wagon, so to speak, and stay out of

overwhelm, be more productive and achieve
greater results, all whilst having the time to

focus on the things I want to do, by doing less
of the things I don’t.

 
Helping people like you transform their life

and business to achieve the next level results
you’ve always dreamed of, without the

overwhelm is why I get out of bed every day.
 

I would like to share with you here, the top
things I always turn back to when the

overwhelm creeps in.
 

Louise x
 



Often we feel overwhelmed because
there seems like so much to do and not
enough time. Create some clarity by
creating a detailed realistic plan. Not a
ToDo list, but an actual plan. Things
won't always go to plan, like any exciting
journey, there will be detours but this
plan is your map to get you back on track
and to your destination. My number one
thing that must exist is a plan!

out of overwhelm

It might sound counter-intuitive but
sleeping and resting more will mean you
are more productive in your waking
hours.  Instead of working late night after
night, give yourself rest. It helps calm
your mind, you make better decisions
and you perform better. You actually get
more done! Don't believe it, try it! I dare
you!

You need to release the pent up energy growing
and fermenting inside of you. Sometimes we
don't even quite know why we feel so
overwhelmed, what lurks beneath in our
subconscious. I like to journal it out. Nothing
structured, just write. Start writing how you
feel and let it all flow out. I personally find this
very freeing and have immediate relief.

Moving your body is one of the best ways to
release tension. I like to walk in nature as
there are studies saying how beneficial
nature is to our mental health. I find having
no music or audio means I can sort through
my thoughts and come up with solutions. OR
I love to put on some positive audio like Gabby
Bernstein, Brene Brown or Gelnnon Doyle.
It doesn't have to be hard or long. Just move.

Did you know our thoughts create our
emotions, which we in turn then react or
take action on. So changing your thoughts,
changing the story going through your mind
can have a massively positive effect. Catch
your negative language and thoughts, use
positive language and statements of
gratitude instead. Stop judging yourself and
beating yourself up. You ARE Amazing! And
doing your best. x
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with Louise
Now you have this information, the

question remains what do you do with it?
Where do you start? How do you get the

biggest bang for your buck?
 

So, if you would like to discuss how to reach
your fullest potential in the shortest amount
of time I would love to chat to you and give
you 1 Big Tip you can start today to make a

huge impact in your life.
 

All you have to do is jump on a free 'sales
pitch free' call with me and in 15-minutes

we'll have you on your way to profitable and
productive!

 
Let's not waste another minute of your

precious time on things that are not serving
you!

 

 BOOK IN FOR FREE 15
MINUTE CALL 
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https://go.oncehub.com/book15minutestrategysession
https://go.oncehub.com/book15minutestrategysession

